Recently Elliott studied the distribution of primes in arithmetic progressions whose moduli can be divisible by highpowers of a given integer and showed that for integer a  nd real number A  here is a B   ch that 2 a T su 0 .
cently in order to study the arithmetic functions on shifted primes, Elliott [4] studied the distribution of primes in arithmetic progressions whose moduli can be divisible by high-powers of a given integer. More precisely, he showed that Theorem B. Let a be an integer, The mo ortant thing Elliott concerned in [4] is that in Theorem B the parameter q may reach a fixed power of x . However we want to purse the widest uniformity in q by using some techniques establis l new hed in the study of Waring-Goldbach problems. We shall prove the following resu t. Theorem 1.1. Let a be an integer,
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where is an absolute constant independent of [6] , and in this general form We mention that in general the exponent 3/10 to [7] . X in the o ix n value of D second term on the right-hand side is the best possible n considering the lack of s th power mea irchlet L-functions. Now we complete the proof of Lemma 2.2. Proof of Lemma 2.2. In (5), we take 2 5 , . 
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This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2.
Proof of Lemma 2.3
Firstly we recall one result of Choi and Kumchev [9] about mean value of Dirichlet polynomials. Let and Let denote the er 
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